W IP ER S
Wipers are a simple but important part of your vehicles
comfort and safety. The rubber of wiper blades gradually
deteriorates due to usage conditions, temperature changes,
sunlight or acid rain. This increases frictional resistance
where rubber is in direct contact with the glass, causing
juddering.
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HONDA’S ADVICE : WIPER RUBBER AND
WIPER BLADES MUST BE REPLACED UNDER
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS
The rubber jumps when operating the wipers
(called juddering). Juddering may also occur if the
wiper blades are bent or the glass surface is dirty.
Streaks on the glass surface when operating the
wipers. If dirt has adhered to the blade rubber or
deterioration has occurred to form cracks, the wiping
efficiency may reduce partially, leaving streaks
on the glass surface.
Smearing of the glass surface when operating
the wipers (smearing). Oil or other contaminants
on the wiper rubber can cause smearing on the glass
surface, distorting visibility.
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VISIBILITY IS PART OF YOUR SAFETY
When wiper rubber wipes away ordinary raindrops, they
leave a uniform film to ensure a safe level of visibility.
Yet when oil containing exhaust gas from surrounding
cars (in particular diesel trucks), wax or similar
substances adhere to the glass surface, parts of the
rubber also adheres to the glass surface, resulting in
an uneven film being generated and distorted visibility.
If visibility is distorted, check the rubber, and clean or
replace them at your Authorised Honda dealer.

Why is it important to use
Honda Genuine Wipers ?
Honda Genuine Wiper Blade Rubber has been
developed to suit the front glass curvature of Honda
cars, and this ideal shape provides the best wiping
performance.
Even bonding pressure
Pressure

